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QUESTION: 52
Which four order entities are global entities for which only one record for each instance
of the entity is stored in the order orchestration and planning data repository? (Choose
four.)

A. Payment terms
B. Unit of Measure
C. Currency
D. Warehouse
E. Freight carriers

Answer: A, B, C, E

QUESTION: 53
Which three statements are true about the Extensible Flex fields setup for order capture
integration? (Choose three.)

A. The Extensible Flex field implementation requires customers to manually map
incoming Extensible Flex field data to all Order Management entities.
B. If the extensible attributes need to be passed to or received from downstream
applications, the values must be passed in the payload structure.
C. If the attribute information will be provided during the import process, the values
should be provided in the import web service payload structure.
D. The XLST "Copy-of" feature dynamically maps the input Extensible Flex field to the
Order Management entities and the Extensible Flex field Order Management entity to
the SDO/custom node for all Task Layers.
E. The XLST "Copy-of" feature dynamically maps the input Extensible Flex field to the
Order Management entities and the Extensible Flex field Order Management entity to
the SDO/custom node only for the Decomposition (Sales Order Integration), Template
Task Layer, and Fulfillment Task Layer.

Answer: A, C, D

QUESTION: 54
A revision was made to an existing sales order in Order Management Cloud. But it did
not trigger a change order. Identify the attribute that was modified during the revision of
the sales order.

A. Requested Ship Date
B. Customer PO
C. Unit Selling Price
D. Ordered UOM
E. Ordered Quantity

Answer: B

QUESTION: 55
You are revising a sales order by manually scheduling the following fulfillment line and
splitting it. Which three order attributes can be updated for the split line? (Choose three.)

A. Fulfillment Line shipment method
B. Fulfillment Line warehouse
C. Fulfillment Line scheduled ship date
D. Fulfillment Line unit selling price
E. Fulfillment Line quantity

Answer: A, C, E

QUESTION: 56
Your company wants a category of goods to be globally sourced for certain regions in
Europe. After setting up the sourcing rules, you attempt to assign them by using the
Category and Region option, but the category is not on the list of values. What is the
problem?

A. The Default Sourcing Assignment Set profile option is not set.
B. The category set that is associated with the Sourcing Rule Category Set profile option
is controlled at the organization level.
C. The Default Sourcing Assignment Set profile option is set to a category set for the
Item category set structure.
D. A category set has not been selected under the Sourcing Rule Category Set profile
option.

Answer: A

QUESTION: 57
Identify the transformation type in which a transactional item attribute is used for
transforming a product. The transformation may be added to the existing product or
replace the product on the sales order for a CTO item.

A. Attribute to Product
B. Product to Product
C. Context to Product
D. Attribute to Attribute

Answer: A

QUESTION: 58
A manufacturer who ships perfumes across countries requires a cost breakdown
associated with multiple shipping methods (air, land, and sea). Which four charges
would you need to use in the ocean freight shipping rules? (Choose four.)

A. Insurance
B. Recurring
C. Handling
D. Freight
E. Duty
F. GSA

Answer: A, C, D, E

QUESTION: 59
What flow is depicted in the diagram below?

A. Drop Ship
B. Back-to-back
C. Configure to order
D. Consignment order
E. Internal Transfer

Answer: A

QUESTION: 60
Which two attributes can you use to group shipment lines into a single shipment?
(Choose two.)

A. Carrier
B. FOB
C. Item

D. Sales Order
E. Ship-to location

Answer: B, E
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